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The present invention relates to tampons and 
the manufacture thereof.‘ More particularly the 
present invention relates to a novel tampon pro 
vided with a plastic cord structure and the sev 
erance of individual tampons from a connected 
series of such tampons at timed intervals so as 
to provide each severed tampon with a relatively 
long withdrawal string and a relatively short 
section. 
In the .production of tampons by various proc 

esses some of which involve continuous stitching 
of a series of spaced portions of cotton by a cord 
member so as to provide a continuous cord con 
necting a series of spaced cotton wads and other 
processes which involve the simultaneous fabri 
cation of the cotton and the string, the product 
comprises a series of wads which were connected 
by a cord conventionally of cotton. In this con 
nection attention is directed in particular to'U. S. 
Patent 2,401,284,, granted May 28, 1946, to Court 
ney P. Winter and Dunbar A. Rosenthal, which 
discloses a process for the production of tam 
pon structures by a braiding operation which 
provides bunches of cotton forming a cotton wad 
connected by a series of string or cord mem 
bers. In the severance of a structure of this 
type, it has been found extremely difficult to 
sever and separate tampons so that the cord is 
severed adjacent a preceding wad to thereby pro 
duce the longest possible withdrawal string at 
tached to each succeeding wad of cotton. The 
‘connected tampon structures, as may be under 
stood, are relatively loose prior to their compres 
sion and portions of cotton tend to become en 
tangled and incorporated with the string proper. 
Any timing de?ciency of a conventional knife 
structure therefore results in the severance of 
‘the loose cotton or the severance of the string be 
tween the cotton bunches to provide an abnor 
lmally short withdrawal cord. ' 
i‘ In addition to the foregoing the provision of a 
‘conventional cotton string has been found un 
desirable inasmuch as such a cotton string is 
highly capillary and wettable under conditions 
'of use and such wetting and swelling of the string 
‘has been found undesirable. 

It is one of the objects of the present inven 
tion therefore to provide a novel tampon struc 
ture and/or series of tampon structures con 
‘nected by 'a-sultable plastic cord capable of read 
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ily fusing and severance by a heated severing 
member. ‘ 

A‘second object of the present invention is 
to provide a novel process for the severance of 
individual tampons from a continuous string of 
such tampon structures united by a cord. ' 
A third object of the present invention is to 

provide a novel process for the severance of tam 
pon'structures united by a heat fusible cord in 
volving a heated member heated to such a tem 
perature that the cord will be fused and severed 
thereby and the cotton intermediate the cord sub 
stantially unaffected. ‘ 
A fourth object of the present invention is to 

provide a novel tampon including a withdrawal 
cord of a non-hydroscopic, moisture impenetra 
ble plastic nature. ’ " 

Still another object of the present invention 
is to provide for'the perfect timing of severance 
of individual tampon structures from a contin 
uous string of such structures united by a suita 
ble cord. ' 
Other objects and the nature and advantages 

of the instant invention will be apparent from 
the following description taken in conjunction 
with the accompanying drawings, wherein: 
Figure 1 is a diagrammatic illustration of one 

form of the apparatus according to the present 
invention. 5 

Figure 2 is a view similar to Figure l with the 
tampons in a different position. - 
Figure 3 is a view similar to Figures 1 and 2 

with the tampons in a third position. 
Figure 4 is a detail of one of the severed tam 

pon structures. _ 

Figure 5 is'a detail illustrating the stop mem 
ber. ' ' 

Referring to the ?gures of the drawing and 
particularly Figure 1 thereof, a series of tampons 
are indicated at In, H, H, and I3, respectively. 
The tampons l0 and II are connected initially 
by a cord member 14 and the tampons I2 and [3 
by the cord member IS. The tampon It’ as 
shown is provided with a severed cord withdrawal 
member i6 and the tampon 13 as shown is pro 
vided with a fragmentary portion of cord II. The 
string of tampons, and particularly the tampons 
l I and I2, is initially supported as by a table in 
dicated diagrammatically at I8, and are moved 
over‘ the surface of the table l8v by the rolls ‘l9 
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and 20 which are suitably rotated as indicated by 
the arrows in such manner as to advance the 
tampon II positioned therebetween. 
Adjacent the rolls I9 and 20 is a stop member 

2| provided with a notch 22 as best shown in 
Figure 5. The tampon I I in Figure 1 is shown as 
abutting the stop member and the cord I5 ex 
tends through the apex of the notch 22. This 
serves to tension the cord I5 which is attached 
at this time to the tampon I2 and a portion of 
the cord at 23 is brought into contact with the 
hot severing member 24. provided with the heat 
ing coil 25. The cords I4, I5, etc. are all of a 
suitable fusible plastic substance and the contact 
thereof with the severing member 24 serves to 
sever the cord I5 so that it falls onto the rotating 
belt 25 as indicated in dotted lines. The belt 25 
moves as indicated by the arrows and serves to 
feed the severed cord I5 towards the rolls 2t and 
21. When the severed cordv I5 is. picked- up by 
the rolls 26 and 21, the tampon II has by this. 
time left the rolls I9 and 20: and is carried into 
the position shown in Figure 2* beneath the stop 
2| and the notch 22. Further movement, how 
ever, of the tampon I I will bring the tampon into 
the position inFigure 3.,with the cord I4 attached 
to the tampon I0 entering the notch 22, Still 
‘further advance will bring the tampon I0 into the 
position of. the tampon. I I, shown in Figural, and 
the. cord I4 will then be severed. 

It will be noted that in Figures 2 and 3, the point 
of the severing member 24 is in. contact with the 
Cotton of the. tampon. II. This contact does no 
harm, since preferably the cords connecting the 
tampon are made from a suitable relatively low 
fusing point plastic thread. Such a materialhas 
altusing point far below the combustion tempera 
ture or ‘char temperature of the. cotton or other 
equivalent material such as disintegrated. cellu 
lose from which the body. of the tampon is made. 
Suitable, fusible materials for this purpose are, 
for example, synthetic linear polyamides, i. e. 
nylon, cellulose acetate, cellulose acetatev buty 
rates, ethyl cellulose, polyvinylchloride, polyvinyl 
acetate, copolymerspf- polyvinyl chloride and poly. 
vinyl' acetate, vinylid’ene. chloride and copolymers 
thereof with polyvinyl chloride or polyvinyl- ace 
tateand- the like, andF polyethylene. All. of- these 
materials have a, fusing point. and softening point 
belowthe char temperature of; cellulose or cotton. 
Although all of these materials are in “general 
less lpervious to moisture and have a_ lesser capil 
gltary.v action than. ordinary cotton which. is con 
ventionally used, it is desired to point outv that 
Qffth?SB materials certain of them are particularly 
non-hydroscopic and3possessa greater resistance 
to the. penetration of‘ moisture or body. ?uids. 
These are, for example, the polyethylene, the 
vinylidene chloride and copolymers thereof,‘ and 
the synthetic linear polyamides. 
In Figured there is shown a portion, of a’ tam 

pon indicated at 28 including a withdrawal cord 
29, which is formed. of a plurality of heatfusible 
filaments which have been severed'in accordance 
with the present invention. As shown, these 
cords are fused together as atSil sothatth'ey are 
also. prevented from unravelling. This. is espe 
cially desirable where the withdrawal stringv 29 is 
formed- from a plurality of ?laments as by a sew 
ing or- braiding operation. As shown in thedraw 
ing. the. tampon is of the type. produced in accord 
ancewith the process of theaforementioned Win 
ter and Rosenthal patent, #2401284. It has been 
.ieun'd especially, desirable in a tampon of the 
character which is, composed’ of a. plurality of 
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braided string portions which serve to retain the 
cotton to provide some means to prevent the un 
ravelling of the withdrawal cord. 
Although the present process has been illus 

trated in the ?gures of the drawing as showing 
the tampon structure I I in contact with the sev 
ering member 24 during a certain portion of its 
movement, it is within the broader scope of the 
present invention to space the severing member 
24 so that it does not touch the body of the 
cotton II. However, even in this instance, it 
is preferred tov utilize av heating temperature that‘; 
is capable of severing the cord l4 and/or fusing 
the same but is incapable or igniting or charring 
cotton or disintegrated cellulose since in the 
process of manufacture, small fragments of cot 
ton adhere to. the. cords between the tampon 
structures proper. If the severing member 24, 
therefore, was heated to a high temperature, ig 
nition of- these stray cotton ?bers would take 
place and result in. a serious ?re hazard. 

It is also desired to point out that by provid 
ing a structure of the character described the 
precise point at which the tampon comes into 
contact with the severing member 24 is far less 
critical, since the contact of the knife with the 
cotton. will not result in any. premature sever» 
‘anoe inasmuch as the knife. is. only capable of 
severing the plastic cord between the cotton wads 
or bunches. 

It Will be obvious, to. those skilled- in the. art 
that various changes may, be. made without de 
parting, from the spirit of the invention and 
therefore the invention is not limited to what 
is. shown in. the drawings and, described in the 
speci?cation. but only as indicated in the ap 
pended. claims. ' ' 

I claim: 
,1“. A process for. severing of, connected tampons 

of- an absorbent .cellulosic nature connected. by 
acord structure. of. a fusible plastic comprising 
passing‘ a connected series of. said tampons in 
proximity to abeated. severing member, periodi 
gal-iv tempting». said; cord stwbture t0.- brine; the 
same iaiq. ?rm engagement. with said severing 
member at. a point immediately adjacent said 
tampons». 31.1341: beating Said; 56519121115 member to 
temperaturesufseientla high to Sever said cord 

but imminent. t0 affegttalnpoes 
2~ .A process for the severing-0f connectsdtamr 

pop-S; of a 043111119519 new-reconnected by 6» (191d 
structure of a‘ fusible plastic.- qomprising. Hass 
ine- a connected seriesof said. tampons in proa 
imity to a heated. severing.» member and retard. 
ine the movement. temporarily’ of one of said 
tampons. to benign the: cord- cqnneqting. said 
tampon. andv a mete-d1 s tamppn t9 ?rmly, e21. 
sage said heated: severlng. memben 

3-. A. process fer severing; and: fusing a cord 
structure comnesed of; a. plurality of. ?laments 
of a fusibleplastie comprising; passing. said eerie 
structmze in proximity: tQ heated severing 
136mb???» periodically ilél?miling 554d 9017i 1'45 
bring. the Same 111119.; ?rm; engagement with said 
severing member, heating said Sellermg 
member We temperature su?icient to. sever Said 
cord» structure and. simultaneously fusethe. ?la 
ments composing; thesame toeethee 

4,.’ A process for the. severingof, a connected 
?eries <°ff bYai-QQQ' ‘3131190215.’. 6.59531“ of’ said .l'i?mpow 
being connected with, each otherv tampon by. a 
braided- cord stlillilture composed of a plurality 
9f: fusible ?laments. hailinaa tendency.- to 1m.. 
navel 1413.011 SQVEIFKIICB, which, .cqmprises P?$§illg 
said‘ 09rd. structute and, tampons; ereximitz- vto 
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a heated severing member, periodically tension 
ing said cord structure to bring a portion of said 
cord. structure immediately adjacent a tampon 
into engagement with said heated severing 
member and heating said severing member to a 
temperature su?icient to sever said cord struc 
ture and simultaneously fuse the ?laments of 
said braided cord structure together to prevent 
unraveling thereof upon severance. 

HARRY c. A. BEHR, 
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